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Cambridge English Empower is a general adult course that combines course content from Cambridge University Press with
validated assessment from the experts at Cambridge English Language Assessment. The Upper Intermediate Student's Book
gives learners an immediate sense of purpose and clear learning objectives. It provides core grammar and vocabulary input
alongside a mix of skills. Speaking lessons offer a unique combination of functional language, pronunciation and conversation
skills, alongside video filmed in the real world. Each unit ends with a consolidation of core language from the unit and focuses on
writing within the context of a highly communicative mixed-skills lesson. This version of the Student's Book does not provide
access to the video, assessment package and online workbook. A version with full online access is available separately.
?????https://youtu.be/x5kW7S8R8k0
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????30??
?????????????? ????????????? ??????????? ????????2009????? ??????????????2016/2/5??? ????????????????Del
Rey?????????? ??????2010??????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——??????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????
???19?,????????????????????????????????????????.
CAE Result is a complete preparation course for the Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE) exam. It uses thought-provoking topics
and vibrant images to keep your students motivated.
?????????????? ?????????????30?? ?????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ?????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????????????????????????????????
This three -level course provides students with the academic skills and language needed for university study. Aimed at students of
all disciplines, the course consists of ten integrated skills units that develop academic language and critical thinking skills essential
in academic contexts"--Back cover.
???????,??????????????,???????????????????????????,?????????,?????????????????,???“????????”????
C1 Advanced (CAE) is corresponding with C1 Effective Operational Proficiency under CEFR. By referring Cambridge dictionary
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online and other resource, we collect 2100 Vocabulary for C1 Advanced (CAE). We give the English and Chinese explanations. If
there are more than one explanations under each phrase, we choose only the ones underC1 classification. The Common
European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEF or CEFR) was put together by the Council of Europe as a way of
standardising the levels of language exams in different regions. It is very widely used internationally and all important exams are
mapped to the CEFR. There are six levels: A1, A2, B1, B2, C1, C2. C1 Effective Operational Proficiency The ability to
communicate with the emphasis on how well it is done, in terms of appropriacy, sensitivity and the capacity to deal with unfamiliar
topics. C1 Advanced, formerly known as Cambridge English: Advanced (CAE), is one of Cambridge English Qualifications. It is the
in-depth, high-level qualification that shows you have the language skills that employers and universities are looking for. More than
9,000 educational institutions, businesses and government departments around the world accept C1 Advanced as proof of highlevel achievement in learning English.
A three-level (B1+ to C1) integrated skills course for higher education students at university or on foundation courses. The B1+
Intermediate Student's Book introduces students to the characteristics of written and spoken academic texts. Students are guided
towards developing relevant strategies for setting study goals and approaching these texts. From asking for help, understanding
essay questions to planning essay paragraphs and listening for gist and detail, students have a wealth of opportunities to practice
all core academic skills. The course develops independent learning skills and critical thinking through 'Study Tips' sections and
allows for personalisation of learning in the 'Focus on your subject' sections. Five lecture skills units provide authentic practice in
listening to lectures and note-taking.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
Cambridge English Empower is more than just a course book - it's a complete solution for effective learning and teaching! This
new general English course for adult and young adult learners combines course content from Cambridge University Press with
validated assessment from the experts at Cambridge English Language Assessment. Empower's unique mix of engaging
classroom materials and reliable assessment, with personalised online practice, enables learners to make consistent and
measurable progress.
This book is intended to support students in learning business vocabulary development, grammar, and the skills of listening,
speaking, reading, and writing. At the end of this book, the students will be capable of getting either a B1 (intermediate level) or a
B2 (upper intermediate level) in business standardized tests such as the Business English Certificate, Lingua Skills, etc.
Gives students further practice in academic study skills. Students analyse characteristics of written and spoken academic texts,
develop awareness of academic culture and learn to avoid plagiarism. From essay organisation, taking notes, group discussion to
writing references and paraphrasing texts.
?????:?????????????????????????????????????????????,????,??????????????????????????.
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A three-level (B1+ to C1) integrated skills course for higher education students at university or on foundation courses. Designed
specifically for students preparing for university, this integrated skills course develops language and real academic skills essential
for successful university studies across disciplines. With authentic lectures and seminars, language informed by the Cambridge
Academic Corpus and Academic Word Lists, the course guarantees the English that students learn is up to date and relevant to
them. The Teacher's Book provides extensive teacher support including teaching notes and additional photocopiable worksheets
for the classroom.
Traditional Chinese edition of The Cuckoo's Calling, the novel by Robert Galbraith, the alter ego of J.K. Rowling. But the
outstanding mystery stands on its own merit. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by
Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Academic Writing in a Global Context addresses the issue of the pressure on academics worldwide to produce their work in
English in scholarly publishing, and why the growth of the use of academic English matters. Drawing on an eight year ‘textethnographic’ study of the experiences of fifty scholars working in Europe, this book discusses these questions at both a macro
and micro level – through discussions of knowledge evaluation systems on all levels, and analysis of the progress of a text towards
publication. In addition to this, case studies of individual scholars in their local institutions and countries are used to illustrate
experiences of using English in the academic world. Academic Writing in a Global Context examines the impact of the growing
dominance of English on academic writing for publication globally. The authors explore the ways in which the global status
attributed to English is impacting on the lives and practices of multilingual scholars working in contexts where English is not the
official language of communication and throws into relief the politics surrounding academic publishing. This book will be of interest
to postgraduates and professionals in the fields of World Englishes, language and globalization and English Language Teaching.
Cambridge Assessment English offers various courses for the academic contexts. B1 Preliminary (PET - Preliminary English Test)
is the beginner's level. It focuses on the four major skills of English language: Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing. B1
Preliminary employs a list vocabulary for the beginner's level. But, majority of the words from this list are mispronounced by some
of the ESL (English as a Second Language) speakers. The author has identified those commonly misarticulated words and has
highlighted those words in this book and has given the phonetic transcriptions for both British as well as American English. The
IPA (International Phonetic Alphabet) symbols used in this book is based in the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary, Fourth
Edition. The phonetic alphabet is the formula to pronounce English words correctly. As English is not a phonetic language, the
spelling is not the reliable method to pronounced words perfectly. This book can help the young learners with the list of 400
commonly mispronounced vocabulary and how to pronounce them correctly. It can also be helpful to those students who prepare
for the Cambridge Assessment English B1 Preliminary. The highlighted red letters are silent in the list.
???????700???,?????????????????????,??????????????????????????????????????????????
Gives a theoretical and empirical grounding for quantitative corpus linguistic research in first and second language writing
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???1988????????????????,???50???????????????70??,??????,?????????“?”???120??,??300???
Improve your understanding of phrasal verbs in English. Explanations and practice of approximately 1,000 phrasal verbs,
written for intermediate-level (B1 to B2) learners of English. Perfect for both self-study and classroom activities. Learn
phrasal verbs in context, with lots of different topics, including 'Mobile devices', 'Academic writing' and 'Socialising'. Be
confident about what you are learning, thanks to Cambridge research into how English is really spoken and written, and
get better at studying by yourself, with study tips, follow-up tasks and an easy to use answer key.
??????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
???????????????????????? ???????Humanism???????????????????????????????????????18???????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????1901-1994?????? ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????21?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Designed for students preparing for university, this integrated skills course develops the language and real academic
skills essential for successful university studies across disciplines. With authentic lectures and seminars, the course
guarantees that the English and the study skills students learn are up to date and relevant to them.
7 units Colloquial English video lessons Consolidation and review pages after each unit Communication section and
Listening scripts Grammar Bank, Vocabulary Bank, Phrasal Verbs in Context, Sound Bank and Wordlist
New Cambridge Advanced English places a strong emphasis on vocabulary, collocation and idiom. It includes CAE examstyle exercises but is suitable both for exam and non-exam candidates. This is a third edition, differing from the second
edition by only one minor change in a reading passage.
Cambridge Academic English B1+ Intermediate Student's BookAn Integrated Skills Course for EAPCambridge University
Press

?????????????,????????,??????,??????????????????????????????????????????????,??????????,????????,????????????????!
?“????”?????,??????,???????????????????????,???????,???????????????????,???????????
?????????????????????“????”??“??”???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A three-level (B1+ to C1) integrated skills course for higher education students at university or on foundation courses. Designed
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specifically for students preparing for university, this integrated skills course develops language and academic skills essential for
successful university studies across disciplines. With authentic lectures and seminars, language informed by Academic Word Lists
and the Cambridge Academic Corpus, the course guarantees relevant and up-to-date English for university studies. The B1+
Intermediate Class Audio CD and DVD Pack combines the Class Audio CD and DVD discs in a pack. The Audio CD and the DVD
include extensive listening and video material with authentic Cambridge University lectures and interviews with university students.
This material is linked to the Student's Book.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????, ?????????????????????, ??????????, ?????????????????????.
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